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SPREITZER, ROBERT J. 

CO, and 0, are mutually competitive at the active site of ribulose-l,5-bisphosphate (RuBP) 
carboxylase/oxygenae (Rubisco). Whereas carboxylation of RuBP is the rate limiting step of 
photosynthetic CO, fixation, oxygenation of RuBP ultimately leads to the loss of fixed carbon via 
the photorespiratory pathway. The CO 0, specificity (a) of Rubisco is determined by the VmX of 

respectively) such that B = V,KJV,,K, m n g  et al. 1974). Directed mutagenesis of the active-site 
large subunit has deepened our understanding of the Rubisco catalytic mechanisms (reviewed by 
Hartman and Harpel 1994; CleIand et al. 1998; Spreitzer 1998), and classical genetic methods have 
identified large-subunit regions that control COjO, specificity (reviewed by Spreitzer 1993, 1998). 
We now have a much better idea of the prospects and limitations for improving the enzyme in favor 
of carboxylation (Chen and Spreitzer 1992; reviewed by Spreitzer 1999). Because of its pivotal 
role in both plant productivity and the balance of our planet's atmospheric CO, concentration 
(reviewed by Tolbert 1997), further study of this enzyme is warranted. However, Rubisco contains 
two subunits, each present in eight copies. In plants and green algae, the well-studied 55-kD large 
subunit is coded by the chloroplast rbcL gene, but the 15-kD small subunit is coded by a family of 
nuclear RbcS genes. The role of the small subunit in Rubisco structure or catalytic efficiency is not 
known. Only recently have we succeeded in eliminating the two RbcS genes in the green alga 
Chlamydomonas reinhurdtii (Khrebtukova and Spreitzer 1996). The RbcS deletion mutant lacks 
photosynthesis, but it can be maintained with acetate-supplemented medium in darkness. This 
mutant can also be rescued on minimal medium in the light by transformation with either the RbcSl 
or RbcS2 gene (Khrebtukova and Spreitzer 1996). It is now possible to address questions about 
the structure-function relationships of the eukaryotic small subunit. 

carboxylation and oxygenation (V, an d Vo, respectively) and the K, for CO, and 0, (K, and KO, 

SPECIFIC AIMS OF THE CURRENT PROJECT 

There are three specific aims in the current project: (1) Alanine scanning mutagenesis is 
being used to dissect the importance of the BPJBB loop, a feature unique to the eukaryotic small 
subunit. (2) Random mutagenesis is being used to idenm additional residues or regions of the 
smaU subunit that are important for holoenzyme assembly and function. (3) Attempts ~IC being 
made to express foreign small subunits in Chlamydbmonas to examine the contribution of small 
subunits to holoenzyme assembly, catalytic efficiency, and COJ02 specificity. 

ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND WORK IN PROGRESS 

Directed Mutagenesis 

It was previously reported that differential expression of RbcS family members in fern 
might be conrelated with differences in Rubisco carboxylase specific activity (Eilenberg et al. 1991), 
but detailed kinetic analysis of fern Rubisco has not been done (Eilenberg et al. 1998). Because the 
two small subunits of Chlamydomonas differ by four residues (T22S, A47S, T128S, and F132W), 
and may be differentially expressed in darkness (Goldschmidt-Clennont and Rahire 1986), we 
constructed and analyzed an RbcSIIRbcS2 chimera (Khrebtukova and Spreitzer 1996). Small 
subunits expressed by the RbcSI, RbcS2, or chimeric gene (following transfoxmation into the RbcS 
deletion mutant) produd functional holoenzymes in light or darkness, but RbcSl appeared to 
produce a slightly higher transfoxmation freguency and level of holoenzyme (Khrebtukova and 
Spreitzer 1996). More recently, when we compared holoenzymes purified from wild type, an 
RbcSI transformant, an RbcS2 transformant, and the chimeric RbcS transformant, no significant 
differences were found in Vc, K&, or holoenzyme thermal stability. Thus, both small subunits 
appear to be equivalent, further inhcating that the differences in small-subunit sequence play no 
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essential role in Rubisco function. We have used RbcSI for directed mutagenesis studies due to its 
higher transformation frequency and presumed level of expression. 

ALANINE SCANNING MUTAGENESIS 

Several directed mutagenesis studies of the small subunit have been performed with 
cyanobacterial Rubisco expressed in Escherichia coli (reviewed by Spreitzer 1993,1999). Changes 
in conserved residues dispersed within primary structure either have little effect, decrease 
holoenzyme stability, or decrease carboxylation catalytic efficiency. No clear picture of the role of 
the small subunit has emerged from these studies, and it has been difficult to define functionally- 
significant interactions between large and small subunits. 

The small subunit of cyanobacterial Rubisco lacks 12 residues of a 22-residue loop 
(between @-strands A and B) that is characteristic of plant small subunits (Fig. 1) (Newman and 
Gutteridge 1993; Schreuder et al. 1993; Andersson 1996). This @A/@ loop extends between and 
over the ends of two large subunits from the bottom side of the d/3-barrel active site, and also 
interacts with the same loop of a neighboring small subunit (Andersson 1996). Wasmann et al. 
(1989) inserted the pea RbcS loop region (residues 45 through 65) into cyanobacterial RbcS 
(replacing residues 45 through 53), performed in vitro transcription and translation of the chimeric 
gene, and checked for holoenzyme assembly after import of the small subunit into pea chloroplasts. 
The chimeric small subunit was now able to assemble with pea large subunits within the 
chloroplast. Although it would appear that the loop is essential for assembly, subsequent directed 
mutagenesis dnd chloroplast import studies identified only one residue (Arg-53) that was critical to 
this process (machmann and Bohnert 1992; Adam 1995). The other substitutions (E54R, H55A, 
P59A, D63G, D63L, and Y66A; Rachmann and Bohnert 1992) may have affected Rubisco 
function, but not enough holoenzyme can be assembled by transport into isolated chloroplasts to 
permit biochemical analysis. 

Spinach 
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39- 
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.74 
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.7 3 
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Figure 1. Comparison of small-subunit sequences in the W B  loop region Assignment of 
secondary structure (&strands A and 6 in gray) is based on the X-ray crystal structure 'of 
spinach Rublsco (Andersson 1996). Residues Mentical with those of the spinach smalf-subunit 
sequence are marked (.). Residues investigated via directed mutagenesis of pea, 
Chfamydomonas, and cyanobacterial small subunits are underlined in the respective sequences 
(Vwrdouw et al. 1987; Fitchen et al. 1990; Lee et al. 1991; Flachmann and Bohnert 1992). 

Our primary focus has been placed on examining the significance of the @A/@B-loop 
residues that are conserved between Chlamyhrnonas and land plants, but that differ or are absent 
from the loop of the cyanobacterial small-subunit (i.e., Chlamydomonas Arg-59, Ser-64, Tyr-67, 
Tyr-68, Asp-69, and Arg-71) (Fig. 1). Although most of these residues and others have now been 
replaced via directed mutagenesis and transformation of Chlamydomonas, only two (F60A and 
R71A) fail to restore photosynthesis to the RbcS deletion mutant flable I). In particular, Tyr-67, 
Tyr-68, and Asp49 a highly conserved residues (Fig. l), but they are clearly not essential for 
holoenzyme function or assembly (Table I). We doubt that the fW@B loop is an "assembly 
domain" that actively facilitates holoenzyme assembly (Flachmann and Bohnert 1992). Further 
biochemical analysis of the mutant enzymes may reveal the true significance of this region with 
respect to Rubisco function. preliminary results indicate that &V@B-loop substitutions can 
influence carboxylation efficiency, (2040, specificity, and holoenzyme stability (Table I). 
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Table 1. Directed mutations in the Rubisco small subunit of Chlamydomonas. 
Mutations were made in the RbcSI gene, which was theh transformed into a 
strain that lacks both RbcS genes (Khrebtukova and Spreiber 1996). The 
N2/02 ratio is the ratio of RuBP carboxylase activities determined at limiting COZ 
under 100% N2 and 100% 02. The NdOz ratio is comparable to K&, (Chen et 
at. 1988). ND, not determined. 

Amino-acid Base change Transformation Biochemical result 
substitution frequency 

R59A 
R59E 
F6OA 
S62A 
S64A 
L66F 
L66G 
Y67A 
Y68A ' 
D69A 
R71A 
F132UAA 

CGc -+ Gcc 
CGC -B GAG 
TIY: + Gcc 
AGC + GCC 
Tcr -+ Gcc 
CTG'TrC 
c I G - + G G c  
TAC + GCC 
TAC -+ GcC 
GAC -+ Gcc 
cGc-+Gcc 
TTC -+ TAA 

1.4 X loa 
1.7 X loa 

0 (per 8 X lo') 

ND 

5.0 X los 

1.3X lo5 

0 (per 8 X 10') 
2.5 X lo6 

1.0 x iob 

5.0 x io-? 

5.0 x io-' 

6.5 x los 

&thermal stability 
&bt, &holoenzyme, &N2/02 ratio 

no photosynthesis 
&kcat 
ND 

&kcat, &thermal stability, 4NzlO2 ratio 
wild-type characteristics 

Jkcat 
ND 
ND 

no photosynthesis 
&kcat, &thermal stability 

ARG-59 IS NOT ESSENTIAL 

In previous studies of pea small subunits transported into isolated chloroplasts (machmann 
and Bohnert 1992; Adam 1999, an R53E substitution was found to block holoenzyme assembly. 
This observation led Flachmann and Bohnert (1992) to conclude that the highly conserved Arg 
residue was essential for assembly. When the homologous residue in the Chlamydomonas small 
subunit (pig. 1, Arg-59) was changed to Ala in the current project, we found that this mutant small 
subunit restored photosynthesis in our RbcS deletion strain (Table I). Although the mutant Rubisco 
has some associated thermal instability in vitro (Fig. 2), Arg-59 is clearly not essential for 
assembly. 

1 00 

& 80 
b $ 60 

-!% 40 

h 

- 8 

O= 20 
Q, 

30 40 50 60 
Temperature ("C) 

Figure 2. Thermal inactivation of purified 
Rubisco from wild type (0). RbcS1-wt (0). 
and mutant RbcSLR59A (A). Purified 
Rubisco (0.14.4 mg mt') in 10 mM NaHC03, 
10 mM MgCh, 1 mM DTT, and 50 mM Bicine, 
pH 8.0, was incubated at each temperature 
for 10 min. The samples were then cooled 
on ice, and RuBP carboxylase activity was 
assayed at 25%. Activities for each 
enzyme were normalized against the level of 
activity measured after the 30'C incubation. 
The RbcSl-wt strain was obtained by 
transforming the RbcS deletion mutant with 
the wild-type RbcSl gene 0. e., This strain 
lacks RbcSP, as does the RbcSl-R59A 
strain). 

Because one could argue that Arg-59 has a different function in Chlamydomonas Rubisco 
than in pea Rubisco pig. l), we also created 8n R59E substitution. Once again, photosynthesis- 
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competent transformants were recovered (Table I). However, in this case, the R59E mutant cells 
have a greatly-reduced level of Rubisco holoenzyme and grow exceptionally slowly, indicating that 
the presence of Glu at residue 59 is, in fact, detrimental to Rubisco assembly or stability. In other 
words, Arg-59 is not essential for assembIy, but a negatively charged residue at this position 
appears to disrupt holoenzyme stability. Whereas W9A RubiScb has apparently normal kinetic 
constants, the R59E enzyme has a reduced kt and reduced N2/Oz ratio (Table II). Thus, the small- 
subunit loop can contribute to the catalytic efficiency of the distant large-subunit active site. 
Further study via directed mutagenesis and transformation in Chlamydomonas will allow this 
region to be dissected in detail. 

Table II. RuBP carboxylase activity of Rubisco purified from wild type and RbcS7 directed 
mutants. Wild-type Rubisco contains two different small subunits (encoded by RbcS7 and 
RbcS2 genes), but transformants contain only the RbcS7 gene. 

Strain Carboxylase activity at 25% 
@mol COZ h-' mg Rubisco-'j 

Nz/Oz ratio 

100% Nz (A) 100% NZ (B) 100% 0 2  (-1 
9.86mM 0.53 mM 0.53 mM 
NaHC03 NaHC03 NaHC03 

Wild type 83.2 18.8 6.2 3.0 
Transformant RbcS1-wt 89.5 16.7 6.0 2.8 
Transformant RbcS7R59A 81.8 16.3 5.5 3.0 
Transformant RBcSI-Rfi9E 6.8 I .5 0.6 2.5 

LEU-66 SPECIFIC INTERACTIONS 

We have also been investigating the (jA/fiB loop in a different way. Some years ago, a 
Chlamydomonas chloroplast mutant was recovered by genetic screening, named 684PP, that has a 
wild-type phenotype at 25"C, but lacks Rubisco holoenzyme and requires acetate for growth at 
35°C (Chen et til. 1988). When Rubisco was d e d  from 25"C-grown cells, the mutant enzyme 
was found to have a decreased V,, increased b, and a 13% decrease in Q. Further studies 
showed that the mutant Rubisco is UnstabIe at 35 C in vivo or in vitro (men et d. 1988, 1993). All 
of thm altered enzyme properties arise .from an rbcL mutation that causes an L290F substitution in 
large-subunit &strand 5, far from the active site at the bottom of the dpbarrel (Chen et al. 1988). 
More recently, photosynthesiscompetent revertants were recovered from mutant 68-4PP (L290F) 
that arise from second-site mutations in rbcL (Hong and Spreitzer 1997). Either an A222T 
substitution in a-helix 2 or a VZ62L substitution below @strand 4 (Hong and Spreitzer 1997) 
improves the t h e 4  stability of the original mutant Rubisco and increases its $2 to the wild-type 
value (Hong and Spreitzer 1997). The "long distance" interactions between residue 290 and 
residues 222 and 262 are particularly interesting because all three residues 8ce in Van der Waals 
contact with small-subunit residues in the pA@B loop (residues Pro-59, Gly-60, and Tyr-61 of 
spinach) (Fig. 3) (Andersson 1996). Now that it is possible to perform directed mutagenesis and 
transformation of the Chla.my&mw small subunit, the significance of these comparable residues 
can be studied (residues Cys-65, Leu-66, and Tyr-67 in Chlamydomonas, see Fig. 1). We have 
mted an L66F substitution in the small subunit that should mimic the effect of the L290F 
substitution in the large subunit pig. 3). This L66F small-subunit mutant has the same 
temperature-conditional phenotype as the U90F large-subunit mutant (Chen et al. 1988), and both 
mutant enzymes display similar t h e d  instability in vitro (Chen et al. 1993). Preliminary 
biochemical analysis further indicates that the L66F and L290F enzymes have catalytic properties 
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xed in similar ways (Chen et al. 1988,1992- 393). Becauseland plants and some green algae 
y at residue 66 (e. g., Fig. l), we also - ted an L66G substitution. The LA6G mutant 
similar to the wild-type enzyme, indicating-g that it is the i n c d  size of residue 66, not 
identity, that is responsible for the moatl lodified properties of the L66F mutant enzyme. 

dace  is specific. It may be possible to select nteraction at the largdsmall-subunit intern:- 
Cesis-competent revertants of mutant L66F - 

- - . - 

-2r at 35°C to further explore this site. - 

Figure 3. Stereo image of the spinach ~kc--:-==:==.=-BA@B loop (residues 4667  in green) 
(Andersson 1096). Interactions between tht .I the Rublsco large and small subunits 
of chlemydomonas that may influence c-+--- - ca talysis are illustrated. An L29OF 
substitution @Ink) at the bottom of the lart targeaubunit a@ barrel (Chen et al. 
1988) is complemented by a V262t s u b s h  4itution (hgM blue) In the same large 
subunit or by an A222T substitution (dark t mc blue) in a neighboring large subunit 
@long and Spreker  1997). Atthough i dn these large-subunit residues are 
relatively far from each other, all are in------ - in dose contad with small-subunit 

262, and 290 are identical in residues. Large-subunit residues 227, 
Cfilamydomonas and spinach Rubisco. T' h e  spinach small subunit contains 
Gly at residue 60 (red), but Ma- -mydammas contains Leu. The 

Meins  six additional residues (Fig. l )  
iyr-52 (both in yellow) of the spinach 

Chlamydomonas small subunit also conh.. 
that would reside between Val-51 and Tyr- - 
small subunit. 

- .- 

. 
~ -_-I_ 

GERMINAL TKL - -_ MJNCATION 

ibisco enzymes from eukaryotic red and - %mwn dgae have been found to have Q values 

30) (Read and Tabita 1992, 199q Uemura et al. 
.ret than those of land-plant enzymes (e. g 
ieaa ZZ = 110, Galdieria pam'ta ZZ E 230L - ._ - -- 
I an attempt to understand the s t m i  basis for these differences, the X-ray crystal 

mm the themp€iilic red alga Galdieria partita 
.;ne C-terminus of the small subunit, which is 32 

us recently been solved for Rubisco fim 

1 anger than that of spinach, folds back on I m itself and interacts with the N-terminal side of 
loop (Fig. 3). The Galdieria f3A/BB loop, JT 10. like that of the cyanobacteium Synechococcus 

'Astic of green plants and algae. Sugawara et al. 
n d  extension may play a role in an enhanced 

acks the extra residues that are characterb 

la Rubisco. The Chlamydomonas smaU subunit 
j oped that the small-subunit C-termin~t 
ability and elevated Q value of Galdieria P 
Q extended C-terminus, 11 residues longe: a*er than that of the spinach small subunit. By 
J directed mutagenesis and transformation -m, we have introduced a stop codon that would 
: length of the small subunit by 9 resid- --tiles. Surprisingly, this F132UAA mutant strain 

ki-type enzyme, it has a normal NJO, KC----- ----ra tio. Thus, this C-terminal extension is not 

- g., Chlamyd~mona~ n = 60, spinach l2 = SO, 

- .  let al. 1999). This structure Shows that the-- - -- - 

-. 
- 

msynthexic competence (Table I). Althorn--- w mu& its V, is reduced by 56% relative to the V, 
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essential for holoenzyme function or assembly. However, the F132UAA mutant emyme displays 
significant thermal instability in vitro (Fig. 4), supporting the idea that the C-terminus plays a role 
in holoenzyme stability. Based on the Galdieria structure, we suspect that the C-terminus of the 
Chlamydomonas small subunit interacts with the extra six residues of its PA@B loop (Fig. 3). 

100 

E 80 

Figure 4. Thermal inactivation of purified 
Rubisco from wild type (0) and mutant 
RbcS7-Fl32UAA (A). Purified Rubisco 
(0.1-0.4 rng ml-’) in 10 mM NaHC03, 10 d v l  
MgC12, 1 mM DTT, and 50 mM Bicine, pH 
8.0, was incubated at each temperature for 
10 min. The samples were then cooled on 
ice, and RuBP carboxylase activity was 
assayed at 25’C. Activities for each 
enzyme were normalized against the level 
of activity measured after the 30’C 
incubation. 

h 

‘5 2. *s 60 
al 5 40 - 

20 

30 40 50 60 
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Random Mutagenesis 

Random genetic screening and selection in ChZamydomonas have proven to be quite useful 
for identifying functionally-significant regions of the Rubisco large subunit (reviewed by Spreitzer 
1993,1998). The importance of such regions could not have been predicted by simply examining 
the existing crystal structures. Although rbcL mutants were Tecovered at random, the identified 
amino-acid substitutions are not distributed randomly. Only the most deleterious (and important) 
substitutions are recovered, and, by selecting for second-site suppressors, specific interactions 
within tertiary and quaternary structure are identified (e. g., Thow et al. 1994; Spreitzer et al. 1995; 
Hong and Spreitzer 1997). RbcS mutants have not been fecovered in Chlamydomonas by 
screening for photosynthesisdeficient, acetate-reqUiring mutants. Because there are two RbcS 
genes, and either one is sufficient for photosynthetic growth (Khrebtukova and Spreitzer 1996), the 
probability of getting a deleterious point mutation in both genes simultaneously is vanishingly small 
(reviewed by Spreitzer 1993). Now that we have a Chlamydomonas strain that lacks both RbcS 
genes (Khrebtukova and Spreitzer 1996). the application of in vivo genetic methods is possible. 

XL-1 RED AND TEMPERATURE-CONDITIONAL MUTANTS 

With respect to the second specific aim of the current project, random mutagenesis of RbcS 
in the DNA-repairdeficient XL-1 Red E. coli strain has been found to give rise to temperatm- 
conditional, photosynthesisdeficient strains when transformed into the Chlamydomonas RbcS 
deletion strain. However, none of these mutants has yet been found to arise from a mutation in 
RbcS. When grown with acetate at the nonpermissive temperature of 3SoC, all of the mutant strains 
retain substantial levels of RuBP carboxylase activity. Because DNA integrates into the nucleus by 
nonhomologous recombination (Kindle l m ) ,  we anticipated that the transforming DNA might 
produce nonspecific temperatureconditional mutants by disrupting other genes. We also expect 
that temperatureconditional RbcS mutants will be rare (reviewed by Spreitzer 1993). Thus, it is still 
necessary to sewn more colonies to assess the utility of this method. Even one temperature- 
conditional RbcS mutant could be extremely valuable for identifying important regions of the small 
subunit (e. g., Spreitzer 1998). 

SMALL-SUBUNIT SUPPRESSION 

We have made an interesting discovery via genetic selection that has become a focus for 
further study. As apparent from the discussion above (see LEU-66 SPECIFIC INTERACTIONS, page 5), 
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it took a long time to recover second-site rbcL suppressors (A222T and V262L) of the 68-4PP 
(L290F) rbcL mutant (Chen et al. 1988; Hong and Spreitzer 1997). The reason for this is that 
most photosynthesiscompetent revertants of the temperature-conditional68-4PP mutant arise from 
mutations in nuclear genes (Chen et al. 1990, 1993; Hong and Spreitzer 1997). Detailed genetic 
and biochemical analysis of one of these suppressors indicated that it acted posttranslationally to 
restore the low B value and thermal instability of 68-4PP (L290F) mutant Rubisco, but this nuclear 
suppressor mutation did not reside in either of the two RbcS genes (Chen et al. 1990, 1993; Gotor 
et al. 1994). Recent genetic analysis has indicated that there are two distinct nuclear genes that can 
suppress the 68-4PP (L290F) rbcL mutation. Now that we have a better understanding of the 
structural interactions near the small-subunit @A/@ loop (Hong and Spreitzer 1997; see LEU-66 
SPECIFIC INTERACTIONS, page 5), we decided to screen alleles of the second nuclear-suppressor gene 
for mutations in RbcS. By PCR amplifying and sequencing DNA in the small-subunit pA/pB-loop 
region (Fig. l), we found that either an N54S or A57V substitution in the RbcS2 small subunit can 
complement the L290F substitution. Of the three revertant strains analyzed, one contained the 
RbcS2-N54S mutation and two contained the RbcS2-A57V mutation. These small-subunit 
substitutions increase the amount of Rubisco in 35"C-grown cells to the wild-type level. A 
comparison of Rubisco enzymes purified from 25°C-grown cells also indicated that the RbcS 
mutations improve catalysis of the original 68-4PP (L290F) mutant enzyme by increasing its 52 
value to that of wild-type Rubisco ("able III). This is an exciting finding because we now have 
evidence that the small-subunit &4/gB-loop region can, in fact, influence Rubisco 52. 

Table 111. RuBP carboxylase activity and Cod02 specificity (n) of Rubisco purified frorn'the 
temperatureanditional 684PP mutant and its photosynthesiscompetent revertants R116-18 and 
Rl16-1OC. The Nd02 ratio is comparable to KdG (Chen et al. 1988). n values are the average 
of three separate enzyme preparations fSD as determined with the [3HlRuBP/NaH'4COa dual- 
labeling assay (Jordan and Ogren 1981a; Spre'tzer et al. 1982). 

Strain Carboxylase activity at 25% NdOz ratio R 
(pmol C02 W' mg Rubism-') 

W d  tvpe 65.2 11.2 3.7 3.0 60 il 

Mutant 684PP 19.9 2.9 I .2 2.4 54 il 
(rbcL-129OF) 
Revertant R116-1 B 44.9 6.1 2.2 2.8 60 i3 
(hCL-L29OF, RbcS2-NSS) 
Revertant R116-106 41.6 11.6 4.7 2.5 58 il 
(nSCL-L29OF, RbcS2-A57V) 

Genetic analysis of the R116-1B and R116-10C revertants, which contain the RbcS2-N54S 
and RbcSZ-A57V suppressor mutations, respectively, confirmed that the suppressors were inherited 
in a Mendelian pattern and have similar map distances (Table N). After recovering m f  revertants 
from these crosses, backcrosses were performed to obtain progeny that lacked the original 68-4PP 
rbcL mutation but retained the RbcS2 suppressor mutation. In the absence of the rbcL mutation, 
both suppressors were found to have wild-type hotosynthesiscompetent) phenotypes. Strains 

mutant RbcS2 small subunits. It is also inkmting that the small-subunit N54S and A5N 
that contain an RbcS2 suppressor mutation are, T n fact, heterogeneous for wild-type RbcSI and 
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substitutions occur in the region of the gA/gB loop that is six residues Ionger than the land-plant 
small-subunit j3A/pB loop (Figs. 1 and 3). We suspect that this inserted region is relatively far from 
both the large-subunit L290F substitution and the large-subunit residues that suppress it (A222T 
and V262L) (Hong and Spreitzer 1997) (Fig. 3). 

Table IV. Genetic analysis of photosynthesis-competent R116-I B and R116-IOC revertants 
of the temperature-conditional, photosynthesis-deficient 684PP mutant (nbcL-LPgOF). 

Test cross Tetrads Map 
(score ac-pf)' distanceb 

(X 100) 

PD NPD T 

&cL-L29OF, RbcS2-N54S, +, mf X +, +, pf-2, m f  10 10 13 20 
(revertant R116-1 B) (wild type) 

(revertant R I  16-10C) (wild type) 
&cL-L290Fl RbcS2-A5N1 +, m f  X +, pf-2, mf 5 5 4 14 

'All progeny receive the temperature-conditional chloroplast rbcL-L290F mutation, but only 
two in a tetrad receive the nuclear RbcS2 suppressor mutation. In the absence of the 
suppressor, progeny lack photosynthesis at 35% and require acetate (ec) for growth. 
Segregation was scored relative to the centromere-linked paralyzed flagella of) marker, which 
allows parentalditype (PD), nonparentalditype (NPD), and tetratype (T) tetrads to be defined. 
bDistances (% recombination) between the RbcS2 suppressors and their centromeres were 
calculated as 0.5T I (PD + NPD + T). 

DNA sequencing and restriction-enzyme analysis have been used to verify that RbcSl has a 
wild-type sequence and that the RbcS2 mutations genetically linked with the suppressor 
phenotypes (e. g., see Fig. V). This work has also allowed the identification and recovery of strains 
that contain the RbcS2 sumressor mutations but 
backcross progeny in Fig. si, lanes 9 and 10). 

1 2  3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

lack the original rbcLL29OF mu6tion (e. g., 

Figure V. Segregation of the RbcS2-ASN 
suppressor mutation in reciprocal crosses. 
DNA was purified, and a 818-bp RbcS2 
sequence was amplified by PCR. The PCR 
product was digested with Haelll and 
separated on a 3.5% agarose gel. The 
mutation eliminates a Haelll site, increasing 
the size of a 189-bp fragment to 210 bp. 
Lane ll wild type; lane 2, revertant R11G-IOC 
(RbcS2-A57V, rbcL-L29OF); lanes 343. 
progeny from the cross R1161OC mf* X wild- 
type m t  (progeny 3 and 5 had temperature- 
conditional, acetate-requiring phenotypes); 
lanes 7-1 0, progeny from the cross wild-type 
mf*X R116-IOC m f  (progeny 7-10 had wild- 
type phenotypes). 

Because we have a strain that lacks both RbcS genes (Khrebtukova and Spreitzer 1996), me 
have recently succeeded in transforming each of the RbcS2 suppressor genes into Chlamydomonas 
in the absence of RbcSl. If the suppressors improve the Vc and SZ of mutant rbcLL29OF Rubisco, 
perhaps they will improve the wild-type enzyme. However, the RbcS2-N54S and RbcS2-AS7V 
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strains were recovemi at a substantially lower transformation frequency (2.5 X lo-') than that for 
the wild-type RbcS2 gene (3.4 X lo6), indicating that the homogeneous RbcS2-N54S and RbcS2- 
A57V enzymes may be compromised in function or stability. By employing the [3H]R~BP/ 
NaH"C0, dual-labeling assay (Jorddn bnd Ogren 1981a), we havd recently found that the RbcS2 
mutant enzymes have wild-type SZ values. Further kinetic analysis of the mutant enzymes is in 
progress. Regardless of the outcome, the discovery of these small-subunit substitutions will help 
guide future directed-mutagenesis studies of the pA/pB loop. 

X-Ray Crystallography 

In a separate but related project, we are also making progress towards solving the X-ray 
crystal structure of Chlamyabmonas Rubisco (Yen et al. 1998). Once this structure is available, it 
will become easier to ask questions about the largdsmall-subunit interface. 

Expression of Foreign Small Subunits 

The kinetic constants and COJO, specificities differ among Rubisco enzymes from 
phylogenetically diverse species (Jordan and Ogren 1981b). To determine whether these 
differences may arise from differences in the small subunit, we have tried to complement the 
photosynthesis deficiency of OUT RbcS deletion mutant with RbcS genes from land plants. A few 
attempts with genomic clones proved unsuccessful, and we assumed that differences in introns and 
transit peptides may prevent expression of mature plant s d  subunits in Chlamydomonas. As a 
first step for eliminating these potential problem, we used directed mutagenesis to construct a gene 
in which the mam small-subunit coding region of the Chlamydomonas RbcSl gene is replaced 
exactly by the matwe small-subunit coding region of Chlamydomonas RbcS2 cDNA 
(Goldschmidt-clermont and Rahire 1986). In other words, this new gene has wild-type 5' and 3' 
genomic flanking sequences and encodes the transit peptide, but it lacks the three introns that are 
characteristic of the Chlamyhmow RbcS genes (Goldschmidt-Clermont and Rahire 1986). The 
objective was to exploit engineered xmal and XbuI restriction sites for the routine, but precise, 
exchange of foreign RbcS cDNA in place of the mature protein coding region of Chlamydomonas 
RbcSI. However, initial attempts at transforming the RbcS deletion mutant with the 
Chlamydomonas RbcS2 cDNA construct failed. Attempts with spinach RbcS cDNA (Martin et al. 
1996) and the cyanobacterid gene (Kleman et al. 1996) precisely replacing the ChZamy&rnow 
mahm small-subunit coding xcgion also proved unsuccessful. To determine that our constructions 
were error free, we replaced the Chlamydomonas RbcS2 cDNA sequence with the missing genomic 
sequence and observed transformation at the usual frequency. 

Only recently have we succeeded in obtaining several Chlamydomonas RbcS2 cDNA 
transformants. This was accomplished by providing a long expression time after transformation to 
allow for the accumulation of Rubisco to maximal levels prior to selection (e. g., Spreitzer and 
Chastain 1987). However, the transformation frequency may be too low for the recovery of foreign 
RbcS cDNA transformants, which we assume will be expressing Rubisco at lower levels or in 
compromised conditions. Other approaches may be necessary for expressing foreign small 
subunits in Chlamydomw. Lumbreras et al. (1998) have recently found that introns 1 and 2 of 
Chlamydomonas RbcS2 can increase the transformation frequency and level of mRNA for a 
bacterial gene expressed in Chlamydomonas. However, when we eliminated only intron 3 during 
the engineered replacement of the longer BA@B-loop region of Chlamydomonas RbcSl with the 
shorter BA/BB region of spinach RbcS, no photosynthesis-competent transformants were obtained. 
Either the longer @A/@ loop is required for assembly or function of Chlamydomonas Rubisco, or 
intron 3 also plays a significant role in small-subunit expression. 
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